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Official Organ of the KENTUCKYHIGH SCHOOL ATHLETIC ASSN.
OCTOBER - 1955
• • ^he iSpo^tsmans C^eed
The Player
1. He lives clean and plays hard. He plays tor the love of
the game.
2. He wins without boasting, he loses without excuses, and
he never quits.
3. He respects officials and accepts their decisions without
question.
4. He never forgets that he represents his school.
The Coach
—
1. He inspires in his boys a love for the game and the desire
to win.
2. He teac'hes them that it is better to lose fairly tban to
win unfairly.
3. He leads players and spectators to respect officials by
setting them a good example.
4. He is the type of man he wants his boys to be.
The Official
1. He knows the rules.
2. He is fair and firm in all decisions. He calls them as
he sees them.
3. He treats players and coaches courteously and demands
the same treatment for himself.
4. He knows the game is for the boys, and lets them liavc
the spotlight.
The Spectator—
1. He never boos a player or official.
2. He appreciates a good play, no matter who makes it.
3. He knows the school gets the blame or the praise for his
conduct.
4. He recognizes the need for more sportsmen and fewer
"sports."
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Early Season Football Questions
Editor's Note: These rulings do not set aside or
modify any rule. They are interpretations on some
of the early season situations which have been
presented.
1. Play: What is the relation of a foul to first
touching of a kick by K?
Ruling: A few fundamentals make this relation-
ship clear. (1) First touching of a kick by K is not a
foul but is similar to any other legal act. (2) Any
foul at any time during the down causes the first
touching of a kick by K to be ignored provided the
penalty for the foul is accepted. (3) Any foul by
R which occurs after R has touched the kick causes
the first touching of the kick by K to be ignored
even when penalty for the foul is declined. This
item 3 is the only circumstance in which the re-
lationship of first touching to a foul is slightly dif-
ferent from that of other legal acts.
2. Play: Scrimmage-kick by Kl comes down on R's
20 where it is first touched by K2, after which it is
muffed by K3 on R's 25, and finally recovered by
K4 on R's 15. Is there more than one spot of "first
touching" ?
Ruling: There are three spots of first touching.
In the case cited, R would choose to take the ball
on their 25.
3. Play: Have any errors or omissions been dis-
covered in the 1955 ruleh publications?
Ruling: The following corrections should be made.
IN THE RULES BOOK: In the last sentence of
1-5-1, "of" should be changed to "or." Also, in the
6th line of 10-5-2. "opponent's" should be inserted
after "their."
4. Play: Is the rule which specifies that a foul
by B during a try is penalized on the kick-off an
exception to the fundamental that the penalty for
any single foul may be declined?
Ruling. No. Such penalty may be declined. How-
ever, the advantage of acceptance is so obvious that
the Referee does not ask the Captain to choose. If
the Captain should desire to decline, he must take
the initiative. Note that the last sentence of 8-3-4
now uses the word "measurement" instead of the
former "enforced." If there is any measurement, it
is from the succeeding spot, i.e., from spot where
the kick-off would have been made if there had been
no foul.
5. Play: What is the difference between the terms
"enforced", "administered", "inflicted", "assessed"
and "measured", as applied to penalties?
Ruling: At one time, these different terms were
used in an attempt to avoid confusion as to whether
the statement applied to an accepted penalty or to
a declined penalty or to both. Under the current
code, any penalty for a single foul may be accepted
or declined and the only penalties are loss of dis-
tance. Under these circumstances, there should be
no difficulty regarding any statement about penal-
ties. In general, since all penalties are loss of dis-
tance, the term "measurement" seems to be the most
descriptive.
6. Play: Forward pass infractions once included
"loss of down" with the penalty statement. It now
refers to the fact that "the down counts." What is
the reason for the change in method of treatment?
Ruling: The use of the term "loss of down" was
never accurate although there was some excuse for
the statement in the years when a forward pass
incompletion was considered a foul. In those days,
the foul for incompletion had a penalty of "loss of
down." At present, an incompletion is not a foul.
The down counts the same as it counts for any other
completed play. If there is a down in which there is
a forward pass infraction, the down counts, regard-
less of whether the penalty for the infraction is
accepted or declined. Procedure is covered in Rule
5 which outlines all of the situations in which the
number of the down is affected. The counting of the
dovm is not a part of the penalty since the down
also counts in many cases where there is no penalty.
All coverage for situations which involve the num-
ber of the down are now covered in Rule 5 and there
is no good purpose served by reference to it in the
section which covers foi-ward pass infractions. For
convenience, it has been thought desirable to retain
a statement about the matter in the foi-ward pass
section. This may be useful during the transition
period but is not actually needed since the entire
matter is now covered in Rule 5.
7. Play: During 4th down, there is a legal forward
pass by Al. A2 illegally interferes with Bl beyond
the line. The pass is batted backward and is caught
by A3 behind the line. Does the down count?
Ruling. The down counts regardless of whether
the penalty for interference is accepted or declined.
If declined, a new series is awarded B at spot where
ball becomes dead. If accepted, a new series is
awarded B 15 yards behind the previous spot.
8. Play: 4th on the 50. A legal forward pass by Al
is intercepted by Bl and advanced to A's 40 where
fumble by Bl is recovered by A2. In an attempted
advance, A2 throws an illegal foi-ward pass from
his 40 and this illegal forward pass touches the
ground. What is the number of the next down ?
Ruling: Since the foul occurred after a change of
team possession, a new series is awarded, regard-
less of whether the penalty for the foul is accepted
or declined. If declined, it is 1st and 10 for A from
his 40. If accepted, it is 1st and 10 for A on their
35.
9. Play: Legal fonvard pass by Al is intercepted
by Bl. In attempting to advance Bl throws illegal
pass which strikes the ground. What is the distance
to be gained after the loss of 5 yards is assessed?
Ruling: It is 1st and 10 for B.
10. Play: 2nd and 10 on the 50. Al advances to
B's 30 where he throws an illegal forward pass
(Continued on Page Ten)
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"Open House" at New Building
By the time this issue of the magazine
comes from the printers, the K.H.S.A.A.
staff will be move(S to the new office build-
ing, located at 763 Rose Street, Lexington.
There will be an "open house" at the build-
ing on Saturday afternoon, October 22, be-
tween the hours of 1 :30 and 4 :00, All school
administrators, coaches, officials, press-ra-
dio-television repi-esentatives, and others in-
terested in the program of the K,H S.A.A.
are invited to inspect the new home of the
Association during the time mentioned.
There will be no formal dedication. School
men and others who do not find it possible
to be in Lexington on the date mentioned will
be most welcome at the K.H.S.A.A. Building
at any time, of course.
The Cross Country Championship
The third official State High School Cross
Country Chamr'ionshiD will be held at the
University of Kentucky over the two mile
Picadome Golf Course on Saturday morning,
November 12, at 11 :00. The meet is sanction-
ed bv the K.H.S.A.A.. and the Association
will furnish trophies for the winning team
and runner-up and individual medals for the
fir.st ten places.
All K.H.S.A.A. member schools are invited
to compete in the event, which will he staged
bv the Spiked Shoe Society of the University.
This organization has sponsored the champ-
ionship in recent years. The teams may be
composed of a maximum number of seven
competitors, but only the first five runners
will count on the team .score. It will not be
necessary to designate the five-man team be-
fore the race. No school will qualify for the
team chamoionship which enters fewer than
five competitors in the event. A school en-
tering only one boy may qualify for the in-
dividual championship.
One hundred sixteen boys took part in
the 19.54 Cross Country, which was won by
the Trimble County High School. The Valley
High School team placed second, and St.
Joseph Prep School was third. The individual
champion last year was Press Whelan of St.
Joe. Scheler of Vallev was second, and Ball
of Breckinridge County was third.
Principals planning on entering teams in
the 1955 Cross Country should send their en-
tries to Dr. Don Cash Seaton, Alumni Gym-
nasium, University of Kentucky. Lexington,
Kentucky, on or before November 5. Entry
blanks will be mailed to all member schools.
Team members and their coaches will be
guests of the University for the Memphis
State game at 2 :00 P. M.
Clinics for Cheerleaders
The State Y.M.C.A. of Kentucky continues
to render a fine service to the youth of the
state in conducting clinics for cheerleaders.
The first clinic was held October 1 on the
campus of Morehead State College. Miss
Henrietta Avent, physical education director,
was in charge of the clinic, which had as its
theme "How to lead yells and how to prac-
tice good sportsmanshiD in cheerleading."
Western Kentucky State College is plan-
ning a clinic for October 22. Miss Betty
Langley of College High, Bowling Green,
should be written for further information.
A state-wide clinic for both cheerleaders
and baton twirlers will be held November 12
on the University of Kentucky campus. Lead-
ing sports announcers and writers will form
a panel which will have as its theme "Sports-
manship." Fans will be entertained at half-
time of the University-Memphis State game
by cheerleaders, baton twirlers and high
school bands.
K.A.P.O.S.
The Kentucky Association of Pep Or.e^ani-
zation Sponsors will have a luncheon meeting
at 12 :00 in the University School cafeteria
on November 12. Those having special prob-
lems which they would like to have discussed
at the meeting should advise Mrs. Stella S.
Gilb, College of Education, University of
Kentucky, accordingly. Dues to the K.A.P.O.
S., which is in its infancy, should be sent to
Miss Phyllis Kloecker, Treasurer, at the Uni-
versity School in Lexington. The amount is
$1.00.'
Falls Cities Clinics
Secretai-y-Treasurer Robert L. Rosenbaum
of the Falls Cities Basketball Officials As-
sociation sends information to the effect
that his association has scheduled eight rules
clinics in regions in which his group supplies
most of the officials. Approval of these meet-
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ings has been secured from the K.H.S.A.A.
office. Clinics were held at the Oldham Coun-
ty High School, Campbellsville High School,
and Anderson High School on October 4,
October 6, and October 11 respectively. Other
meetings have been scheduled as follows:
Elizabethtown H.
Shelbyville H. S.,,
Frankfort H. S.,
Bardstown H. S.,
Fern Creek H. S.
S., October 18
October 18
November 17
November 17
November 22
Mr. Rosenbaum states that all clinics will
start at 8 :00 P. M. The clinics will be directed
by Claude Ricketts, rules interpreter for the
Falls Cities group.
Corrections
FOOTBALL RULES BOOK
Rule 1-5-1 : In the 7th line, change "of" to
"or."
Rule 10-5-2: In the 6th line, insert "op-
ponents" after "their." This is the only cor-
rection needed if it is assumed that the ante-
cedent of "their" in the last clause is the
team which committed the foul.
FOOTBALL CASE BOOK
Play 247: In the 2nd line, substitute
"reaching" for "reading."
Play 303-A: The 2nd foul, as outlined, is
not part of a double foul since penalty for the
offside was automatically accepted or declin-
ed as soon as ball became dead.
Play 427: Ruling is correct as printed if
it is assumed that the situation is not com-
plicated by a score which results in automatic
acceptance or declination of the offside pen-
alty.
FOOTBALL MEETING FOLDER
Correct answer to item (d) of question 3
is "no." For a foul during a loose ball, spot
of enforcement is the previous spot.
FOOTBALL PLAYER HANDBOOK
Ruling for 2nd play on Page 14 is correct,
provided touching by ineligible A2 was in or
behind the neutral zone.
In first line of question 6 on Page 36, it is
assumed that the antecedent of "it" is the
"muff." On this assumption, the key is cor-
rect.
Key on Page 52: Answer to question 16
on Page 9 is inadvertently omitted. Correct
answer is "yes."
SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF
REGISTERED FOOTBALL OFFICIALS
(List Compiled October 1)
If one telephone number is given for an official listed, it is
the home phone number unless otherwise designated. If two
numbers are given, the first number is that of the home phone.
Adams, Mark, 28 Whirla Way, Route 1. Lyndon, Be 864S. CI 1624
Baird, D. M., 313 Main St., P. O. Box 188, Fulton, 1560, 100
Boyles, Jerry F., 3200 Park St., Ashland, O 3343W, 18fiO,
Ext 229
Brichler, Joe A., 5737 Kiefer Court, Cincinnati. Ohio, Ki l-r,049.
Pa 1-1984
Broderick, Carroll, 1760 Normal Dr., BowlinE Green, 3-8,594,
3-8212
Carter, Darrell, Tompkinsville, 4602, 53
Carter, Gene S., P. O. Box 20, Brookport, Illinois. 2661
Coleman, L. J. "Duke", Jr., 230 Koster, Lexington, 5-1400
Creasey. Fred, Sebree, 2172
Fey, Allen, 123 Garden Way, Fort Thomas, Hi 1-6288, Ki 1-1800,
Line 1265
Figg, Charles Raymond, 108 East Second, Frankfort, 4-2146,
3-0565
Fisher, W. B., 1722 Beechview Court, Louisville 16, Em 6-6488
Garrity, E. F., 105 Bradford St., Charleston, W. Va.
Gillespie, Robert C. Box 485, Pikeville, 1418, 1114
Gosiger, Paul E., 3036 Linview, Cincinnati, Ohio, Ea 1753,
Ch 1654
Grace, H. E., Jr., P. O. Box 232, Middlesboro, 413 J
Grissom, William H., 106 Norris Court, Glasgow, 2877. 5122
Hawkins, Robert W., Echo Lane, Madisonville, 2722, 210
Hellard, George D., Jr., 572 Longview, Lexington, 3-0871, 3-0484
Hicks, W. Edmund, Route 1, Box 213, Valley Station. Pr 72727,
Pr 7431
Hoagland, Charles R., Jr., 212 Hillsboro, Lexington, 2-9704,
2-5494
Hunter, Charles, Evarts, 791, 77
Johnson, Fred, Russell, Park 661
Jones, Robert E., 24 Center. Berea. 301 (Bus. No.)
Keller, Herman, 2105 Mulberry, Evansville, Ind.
Kempf, Joseph L., 227 Virginia Ave.. Lyndon, Bel 1430, Ja 4391
Kraesig. Raymond. 927 Ardmore Dr., Louisville
Longshore, Richard D., 906 Taylor, Bellevue, Co. 18921
Lucas. Gene T., 412 Clayton, Georgetown, 1371, 1215
McCord, Anthony, 1636 Courtney Ave., Lexington, 3-3814
Manning. Louis, P. O. Box 142, Lynch, 2124, 2171
Moss, Howard A., P. O. Box 142, Paducah. 3-1072, 3-1234
Parker, Monroe, 10th St., Norton, Va., 7, 554
Perkins. Bill R.. Route 1. Georgetown, 464 W
Pinson, Eugene, 341 Ringo, Ashland, Oak 2521, 422
Pursifull, Cleophus, Loyall, 1110, Alva No. 2
P.entz, Thomas W., 107 Swigert, Lexington, 4-1091, 3-2880
Robertson, Everett, 341 Etna, Russell
Sinclair, George H., 5120 Lammers Lane, Louisville, Okolona
9-7925. Ca 7621, Line 204
Taylor, Jack G., 2619 Sheridan Drive, Cincinnati, Ohio.
El 1-5366, El 1-5366
Troutman, Doyle C, 316 Cumberland Ave., Harlan, 147, 522
Tucker, William A., 509% Oak St., Corbin, 536, 465
Walker, Paul R., Leech Court, Glasgow, 1-3013, 1-3811
Wedge, Donald R., 3 Palmer Street, Athens, Ohio
SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF
REGISTERED BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
(List Compiled October 1)
If one telephone number is given for an official listed, it is
the home phone number unless otherwise designated. If two
numbers are given, the first number is that of the home phone.
Adams, Ira R., Kermit High School, Kermit, W. V.
Alexander, Jack M., 1510 Werner Ave., Owensboro, MU 4-1823,
MU 3-1585
Alexander, Rex E., College Station, Murray, 1292 W, 740, Ext, 15
Almond, Alvin, 644 14th St., Bowling Green
Armstrong, Fred W., Route 2, LaCenter
Ashley, Kenneth, Eubank, 2604
Bailey, George, Phelps
Baker, E. C, Jr., Crab Orchard
Ballard, Clark, 8806 Plainfield Road, Cincinnati 36, Ohio,
Sy 1-5540, Du 1-2000
Barker, Bob R., 1306 Center St.. Catlettsburg, N 388 W
Barnes, Judson, P. O. Box 127, Cawood, 1974 J
Barnett, J. W., 201 College, Somerset, 741 R, 224
Barrett, Lloyd, Box 389, Jackson. 21
Barton, Walter, Corbin, 648 M, 9144
Basham, Willard, Jr., Leitchfield
Begley, James P., Blue Diamond, 1829 (Bus. No.)
Blackburn, Clyde W., Sue Bennett College, London, 241 X
Blount, William B., 340 S. Broadway, Lexington, 3-2277, 4-8487
Bowling, Floyd "Jack", L.M.U., Harrogate. Tennessee, 3656,
4461
Bowman, Earl G. "Dick", 611 Park, Lexington, 5-0473, 2-3343
Bradshaw, Bill, Burgin, 4062
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Brichler, Joe A.. 5737 Kiefer Court. Cincinnati. Ohio. Ki 1-6(149.
Pa. 1-1984
Bridges, Bennie E.. North Middletown. 4392
Brizendine. Vic, 2711 Lal<eside Dr., Louisville 5, Oh 6843. CI 4866
Brock, James J.. P. O. Box 95. Cawood, 1968 R
Brooks. Carroll C, 2905 Bowman Ave.. Louisville. Ch 6786
Brooks, Charles D.. 215 S. 12th, Murray, 220
Brown, James W., 124 Lancaster Ave., Richmond, 1558.
Waco 4071
Brumback, Buford. Box 134. Williamstown, 4-5822, 4-8461
Brummett, Joseph W.. 318 E. Lexington, Danville, 1324 W,
1900, Ext. 26
Bryant, Jack E.. 135 Morris Road. Lookout Heights, Covineton.
Ed 1-2819. Du 1-1400. Ext. 220.
Bryant, Roy P., Cumberland Ave., WilliamsbirrK, 6634
Butcher. Paul. West Van Lear. 967 M4, 1181 J3
Butler, Donald A.. 2505 Iroquois Drive. Owensboro MU 3-3175,
MU 3-2401, Ext. 279
Calhoun, Foster C, Jackson, 313. Hindman 2410
Campbell, George H.. 116 Winchester. Middlesboro. 856. 122
Carpenter, Bill. Box 12. Bowling Green, Vi 21253, Vi 21253
Carter. Gene S.. P. O. Box 20. Brookport. Illinois. 2661
Cartwright. James F.. P. O. Box 154. Olive Hill
Case. David A.. Lees Jr. College, Jackson. 199 J. 90
Chattin, Charles. 2326 Harrod St.. Ashland, Ea 45385, Ea 46464
Chilton. William R.. Albany. 45 R, 114 W
Ciolek, Robert W.. 503 M. P. Co.. 3rd Armored Division. Fort
Knox. 4498. 4847
Coleman, L. J.. Jr.. 230 Koster. Lexington. 5-1400
Coleman. Pat. 316 S. 13th. Murray, 1882 W
Connor Neal. 322 Division. Bellevue. Ju 1-1369
Cornn. Harold. 420 N. Broadway. Lexington, 4-2812, 2-0265
Coppage. Donald L.. Taylor Mill Road. Route 1. Independence.
Fleetwood 7-5572. Fleetwood 7-3071
Creasey. Fred. Sebree. 2172
CuUivan. Jim. College Station. Murray, 1668 W, 740, Ext. 15
Cummings. Dale A.. 303 Forrestdale. Fulton, 908
Curtis, James E.. Rockport. Beaver Dam 4424
Davis, Donald. 39 Harrison. Bellevue. Ju 1-9813. Co-1-6990
Davis. Richard. 5903 Harding Ave.. Portsmouth. Ohio,
Scioto 284 L
Dorroh. Glenn U.. Jr.. 328 Transylvania Park, Lexington, 4-2234
Dotson, John B.. 2630 Martin Lane. Paducah. 3-7287, 5-5488
Draughn, Bartram, Hindman. 6903
Edens, Ray D.. Sanders. Ghent 65 - 6. Ghent 65-2
Elkin, Benjamin J.. 153 St. James Drive, Lexington. 5-0000,
Ellis, Jack D.. Bays Ave.. Morehead. 381, 46
3-4636
Elliott, Humphrey T.. Liberty
Ensslin. Charles W.. 716 N. Main St.. Barbourville, 185
Farley, James F.. 508 Grant St., Danville, 2495
Farris, Abe.. Leitchfield, 30
Fields, Joe D.. Route 1. Gilbertsville, 2674. Paducah 2-4311
Figg. Charles R.. 108 East Second. Frankfort, 4-2146, 3-0565
Fish, Earle G.. 30 Center. Berea
Fisher, W. B.. 1722 Beechview Court, Louisville 16, Em 6-6488
Franc, Anthony E.. Wingo High School, Wingo
Fryman, Bobby G.. High St.. Carlisle. 328 W. 101
Gardner. Howard E.. 307 Foplar Dr., Elizabethtown. 4451. Fort
Knox 28137
Gillespie. Robert C. Box 485, Pikeville, 1418, 1114
Gillaspie, Robert H., 1931 E. 19th, Owen.sboro, MU 4-3502
Goebel, Bill. Jr.. Prestonsburg. 7032
Gray. Raymond. Island, Hu 6-2151
Griese. Warren J.. 362 Craig Ave., Evansville, Ind., 2-0339,
3-4012
Griffin. William R.. 635 S. Frederick. Evansville. Inrt., 6-1931,
4-7741
Griffith, Daryel. Biggs
Grisham. .lesse. 1525 Roosevelt. Henderson, 7-1035
Grissom, William H.. 106 Norris Court. Glasgow, 2877, 5122
Gustafson. Alford "Gus". 240 Francis Bldg.. Louisville. Ch 6161.
Jackson 2068
Hall. Royal A.. Jr.. 3823 Park, Covington, Ax 1-2300
Hansel, Earl D.. Crummies
Hardy. Alvin. Campbellsville College. Campbellsville
Barrel!. Bill D.. Berea High School. Berea
Hatfield. Paul E., 1102 Madison, Evansville. Indiana. 6-6621,
5-2471
Hayes, Douglass J., YN3 Staff, ComHawSeaFron, Navy 128,
c/o Fleet Post Office, San Francisco. Calif.
Henderson, Robert, Mayfield, Dulbin
Henry, Maxwell, Frenchburg, 2103, 2203
Hewitt, Raymond T.. 2541 Monroe, Paducah, 2-3027. .5-6311,
Ext. 475
Hewling. Franklin C, 1125 Orchard. Newport. Co 1-7380,
Ga 1-3700
Hines, G. Cliff. 113 Covington Ave.. Bowling Green VI34810
Hiten, John W.. 362 Aylesford, Lexington, 4-8672, 2-2626
Hoagland, Charles R.. Jr., 212 Hillsboro, Lexington. 2-9704,
2-6494
Hodges, Holbert, 516 N. Hill St., London, 208 L, 676
Hodges, Mendell, P. O. Box 169. London, 841 L
Hoffman, Jack J. c/o General Delivery, Fort Knox, 4102
Hudson, J. D., Caneyville
HudBon. Oacnr, 708 Highland Ave., Hazard
Hulse, Robert K., Jr.. 1629 Farn
Jackson. G. G.. 517 St. .loseph
Ch 1-9900, Ext. 364
Jenkins. Kean, 210 Morningside. Elizabethtown, 4087
Johnson, Fred, Russell, Park 661
Johnson, James P.. Big Hill
Jones. Boyer. 407 Taylor Blvd.. Campbellsville. 348 W
Jones, Robert E.. 24 Center, Berea, 301 (Bus. No. I
Keeton, Bill, Louisa, Me 8-4346, Me 8-4346
Key. Calvin. Hazel, 31. 25
King, P. J., 307 Coast Guard Lane. Owensboro. MU 3-2401,
(Bus. No.)
King. Bob. 119 So. 39th St.. Louisville, Cy 4660. Ar 0872
Lamastus. Jimmy. 720 North 3rd St.. Central City. 362. 310
Ledford, James, Jr.. Box 144, Crab Orchard
LeVan. Thomas F.. Box 823, Benton. 7676. Paducah. 3-5386
Lewis. Robert L.. 205 Fuller St.. Mayfield. 2029 W
Little. .1. B., Broadway, .lackson, 112 W, 112 J
Long, Russell, Albany
Luckey, Robert E.. 447 Bridge St.. Cynthiana, 317 W, 121
Lytle. William P.. 927 E. 13th St.. Hopkinsville. Tu 5-8903.
Tu 5-9622
loute 1. Burlington, Hebron 3342, HebronMcGlas:
3342
lie, Jan C, 24 Riverview, Ashland, Grand 731
1511 Chestnut St.. Bowling Green, VictoMcLane. Hardin
3-4320
Macon. Max, 3001 Tremont, Louisville. Ch 5744
Mahan. Boyd W., 2212 Sterrett. Covington. He 13746. Lo 18686
Major. Cecil P., 223 Amy, Louisville. Cy 7601
Martin, Bobby E.. Route 2. Beaver Dam. 4595
Mason. Gene. Route 5. Mayfield
Metcalf, Harold E.. 500 Montana. Louisville 8. Ca 4510
Meyer. Clyde E., N. Ninth. Tell City, Ind., 968 J
Milts, Herman. Lovely
Miller. Rex .1., 704 23rd St.. Ashland. Oak 2609. 2255
Miller. Roy. Belton. Drakesboro 3994, Central City 440
Moody, Adrian, 411 Legion Blvd.. Owensboro
Moore, James E.. Route 1, Box 14, Lily, London 844 L
Moss, Howard A., P. O. Box 142. Paducah, 3-1072, 3-1234
Mueller, Frank J., 516 Springdale Dr.. Elizabethtown, Fort
Knox 2434 (Bus. No.
I
Myers. Edward B.. 626 Columbia. Glasgow. 01 1-2878
Neumann, Jerry, 2154 Selim Ave.. Cincinnati. Ohio, Wa 4975
Newman. Bill. 1614 6th. Portsmouth, Ohio. 5-6503
Newnam, Luther G., Beattyville. 109, 91
Newsome, Forest, Wheelwright, 2784
Newton, Reason G., Lebanon Junction, 146
Nie, Allen F., 304 W. 13th, Newport. Ax 1-6847
Nielsen. Stanley, 242 Chenoweth, Louisville
Noel, James L.. Nortonville, 3234
Osborne. Bill, Box 594, Vine Grove, 095, Elizabethtown 9042
Pack, Ervin B., P. O. Box 258. Baxter. 133
Padgett, R. K.. 117 Griffin Ave.. Somerset. 470 W, 12
Parker. .1. P., 356 Columbus, Lone Oak
Patrick, Ralph, Salyersville, F19-4661
Pergrem. Nard, 2815 Hackworth, Ashland, High 2887. 1260,
Ext. 390
Pewitt. Charles. Ill Beechwood Ave., Frankfort. 4-4426. 4-2281.
Ext. 419
Phelps. John B.. N. Main St.. London. 317 (Bus. No.)
Poppas. Nickolas. Box 215. Blue Diamond. 1829
Powell, Logan. 1031 Oakhill Dr.. Lexington, 3-9794
Powers, Clayton E.. 501 Wolford. Pikeville. 1232 J, 823
Price. James E., Pricetown, Liberty 2588
Puckett, Calvin, Jr., Box 232, Greensburg. 205 J 1, 196 J 1
Pursifull, Cleophus, Loyall, 1110, Alva No. 2
Rash, Lindell L., P. O. Box 303. Mortons Gap, 4242
Rawlings. Harold. Route 1. Bethel. Ohio, Rockwell 3-2645,
New Richmond 3651
Ray, Robert R.. Cave City, PR 3-7614
Reeves, Kenneth H.. 132 E. Gray St.. Louisville. Wa 6201.
St. Anthoney Hospital
Rentz, Thomas W., 107 Swigert. Lexington, 4-1091, 3-2880
Ricketts, Claude "O", 6620 Strawberry Lane, Louisville, Fr 1624,
Ma 6140. Ext. 220
Ries, Robert R.. 2454 Grinstead Dr., Louisville, Hi 2625 R,
Wa 7551
Riggins, J. M.. IV2 W. 5th Ave.. Williamson. W. Va.
Roach. Earl W., Farmington
Hountree. .lack. Route 2. Williamsburg
Rountree, John T., 1068 Laurel Ave., Bowling Green, VI2-5646
Rozen, Morris, Richmond. 1188 R. 2038
Schwitz, Frank, 21 Mary St.. Evansville, Ind., 5-6605, 2-3671
Small. William W., 1846 Mary Catherine Drive. Louisville,
At 8366. Hi 4900
Stamper, Robert L.,Morehead, 610 W. 194 or 195
Stahl L. Richard, 109 No. Bayly Ave.. Louisville. Ta 8840.
Cy 6631
Stephens. Clarence W.. 943 Bryan, Lexington, 4-1224, 3-2817
Strange, William L.. 305 Sycamore St.. Elizabethtown
Strong. Arnett, 426 Cedar, Hazard, North 389, 3300
Susott, Wilfred, 2837 Pennsylvania, Evansville, Ind., 4-U02,
2-1662
Threet, Hoyte B., 827 Vi W. Main. Princeton. 2640
(Continued on Page Eight
)
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Member Schools of the K.H. S.A.A.
The following schoo's ar
School Athletic Association f
Principals of member schools
of the Kentuckv High
r ending June 30. 1956.
ck this list carefully to
:h they have scheduled
Eames are included. This list was compiled and sent to tt
printer on October I. A su pplementary list of member schoo
joining in October will ippear in tlie November issue of tj
maerazine.
Ahiens Trade Bridgeport
(Louisville) (Frankfort)
Allen County Bristow
(Scottsville) Brodhead
Almo Buckeye
Alvaton (Lancaster)
Anderson Fuffalo
( Lawrencd burs') Burgin
Annville Institute Burnside
Arlington Bush
Ashland (Lida)
Athens Butler
(Lexington) 1 utler County
Atherton (Morgantown)
(Louisville) Caldwell County
Auburn (Princeton)
Augusta Calhoun
Austin Tracy Camargo
(Lucas) (R. 2, Mt. Sterling)
Auxier Campbal! County
Bagdad (Alexandria)
Ballard Memorial Campbellsburg
(Barlow) Campbellsville
Bald Knob Camp Dick Robinson
(R. 4, Frankfort) (R. 5, Lancaster)
Barbourville Caneyville
Bardstown Carlisle
Bardwell Carr Creek
Beaver Dam Carrollton
Beechwood Catlettsburg
(So. Ft. Mitchell) Caverna
Belfry (Horse Cave)
Bell County Cayce
(Pineville) Centertown
Bellevue Central
Benham (Clinton)
Benton Central
Berea (Richmond)
Berea Foundation Central City
Betsy Layne Chandl"'- Chapel
black Star (A burn)
(Alva) Clark County
Blaine (Winchester)
Bloomfield Clay
Bourbon Co. Voc. Clay County
(Paris) (Manchester)
Boone County Clifty
(Florence) Clinton County
Bowling Green (Albany)
Boyd County College
(Ashland) (Bowling Green)
Bracken County Corbin
( Brooksville) Cordia
Breathitt Crab Orchard
(Jackson) Crittenden County
Breckinridge County (Marion)
(H,;rdinsburg) Crofton
Breckiniidge Training Cub Run
(Morehead) Cuba
Bremen (R. 1, Mayfield)
Brewers Cumberland
(Bent(m) Cunningham
Cynthiana
Dalton
Danville
Daviess County
(Owensboro)
Dayton
Deming
(Mt. Olivet)
Dilce Combs Memorial
(Jeff)
Dixie Heights
(So. Fort Mitchell)
Dixon
Dorton
Drakesboro
Dundee
Dunmor
duPont Manual
(Louisville)
Earlington
Eastern
(Middletown)
E imonton
Elizabethtown
Elizabethtown Catholic
Elkhorn
(Frankfort)
Elkhorn City
Eminence
Erie
(Olive Hill)
Estill County
(Irvine)
Evarts
Ezel
Falmouth
Fancy Farm
Farming-ton
Ferguson
Fern Creek
Flaget
(Louisville)
Flaherty
(Vine Grove)
Flat Gap
Fleming County
(Flemingsburg)
Fleming-Neon
(Neon)
Forkland
(Gravel Switch)
Fort Knox
Frankfort
Franklin-Simpson
(Franklin)
Frederick Fraize
(Cloverport)
Frenchburg
Fordsville
Fulgham
(Clinton)
Fulton
Gallatin County
(Warsaw)
Gamaliel
Garrett
Garth
(Georgetown)
Glasg-ow
Glendale
Grant County
(Dry Ridge)
Greensbui'g
Greenup
Greenville
Guthrie
Haldeman
Hall
(Giays Knob)
Hanson
Hardin
Harlan
Harrison County
(Cynthiana)
Harrodsburg
Hartford
Hawesville
Hazard
Hazel
Hazel Green Academy
Heath
(R. 1, Paducah)
Hellier
Henderson
Henderson County
(Henderson)
Henry Central
(New Castle)
Henry Clay
(Lexington)
Hickman
Highlands
(Ft. Thomas)
Hindman
Hiseville
Hodgenville
Holmes
(Covington)
Holy Cross
(Covington)
Holy Name
(Henderson)
Holy Trinity
'Louisville)
Hopkinsville
Horse Branch
Howevallev
(Cecilia)
Hughes-Kirk
(Beechmont)
Hustonville
Inez
Irvine
Irvington
Jackson
Jenkins
Johns Ceek
(Pike ville)
Junction City
Ky. Mili. Inst.
(Lyndon)
Ky. Sch. for the Bind
(Louisville)
Kingdom Come
(Linefork)
Kii'ksey
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Knox Central
(Barboui-villet
Knott County
(Pippapass)
Lacy
(Hopkinsville)
Lafayette
(Lexington)
Lancaster
Leatherwood
(Slemp)
Lebanon
Lebanon Junction
Lee County
(Beattyville)
Leitchfield
Lewisburg
Lexington Catholic
Liberty
Lily
Livermore
Livingston
Livingston County
(Smithland)
Lloyd Memorial
(Erlanger)
Louisa
Louisville Male & Girls
Loyall
Ludlow
Lynch
Lynn Camp
(Corbin)
Lynn Grove
Lynnvale
(White Mills)
Lyon County
(Kuttawa)
McDowell
McKee
McKinney
Mackville
Madison-Model
(Richmond)
Madisonville
Magnolia
Marion
Martin
Marrowbone
Mayfield
Maysville
May's Lick
Meade County
(Brandenburg)
Meade Memorial
(Williamsport)
Memorial
(Hardyville)
Mercer County
(Harrodsburg)
Middlesboro
Midway
Milburn
Millersburg Mill. Inst.
Minerva
Montgomery County
(Mt. Sterling)
Monticello
Morehead
Morgan
Morgan County
(West Liberty)
Morganfield
Mt. Sterling
Mt. Vernon
Mt. Washington
Muhlenberg Central
(Powderly)
Murray
Murray Training
M. C. Napier
(Hazard)
Nancy
Nebo
New Concord
Newport
Newport Catholic
Nicholas County
(Carlisle)
Nicholasville
North Marshall County
(Calvert City)
North Middletown
North Wan-en
(Smiths Grove)
Oakdale Voc.
Oil Springs
Oldham County
(La Grange)
Old Kentucky Home
(Bardstown)
Olive Hill
Olmstead
Ormsby Village
(Anchorage)
Orangeburg
(R. 3, Maysville)
Owen County
(Owenton)
Owensboro
Owensboro Catholic
Owensboro Technical
Owingsville
Owsley County
(Booneville)
Paducah Tilghman
Paint Lick
Paintsville
Paris
Park City
Parksville
Peaks Mill
(R. 1, Frankfort)
Pembroke
Perryville
Phelps
Pikeville
Pine Knot
Pineville
Pleasureville
Powell County
(Stanton)
Prichard
(Grayson)
Providence
Pulaski County
(Somerset)
Raceland
Red Bird
(Beverly)
Reidland
(R. 8, Paducah)
Richardsville
Rineyville
Rockhold
Riverside Inst.
(Lost Creek)
Russell
Russell County
(Russell Springs)
Russellville
Sacramento
St. Agatha
(Winchester)
St. Agnes
(Uniontown)
St. Augustine
(Lebanon)
St. Bernard
(Clementsville)
St. Catherine
(New Haven)
St. Charles
(Lebanon)
St. Francis
(Loretto)
St. Henry
(Erlanger)
St. Joseph Prep
(Bardstown)
St. Mary
(Alexandria)
St. Patrick's
(Maysville)
St. Thomas
(Ft. Thomas)
St. Vincent
St. Xavier
(Louisville)
Salem
Salyersville
Scottsville
Scott County
(Georgetown)
Sebree
Sedalia
Sharpshurg
Shawnee
(Louisville)
Shelbyville
Shepherdsville
Shopville
Silver Grove
Simon Kenton
(Independence)
Simpsonville
Sinking Fork
(R. 5, Hopkinsville)
Slaughters
Somerset
Sonora
Southern
(Louisville)
South Portsmouth
Springfield
Stanford
Stinnett Settlement
(Stinnett)
Stuart Robinson-Highland
(Blackey)
Sturgis
Suda East Butler
(Shively)
Sunfish
Symsonia
Taylor County
(Campbellsville)
Taylorsville
Temple Hill
(Glasgow)
Todd County
(Elkton)
ToUesboro
Tompkinsville
Trenton
Trigg County
(Cadiz)
"
Trimble County
(Bedford)"
Tyner
University
(Lexing-ton)
Utica
Valley
(Valley Station)
Vanceburg-Lewis County
(Vanceburg)
Versailles
Villa Madonna
(Covington)
Vine Grove
Virgie
Waddy
Wallins
Walton-Verona
(Walton)
Warren County
(Bowling Green)
Warfield
Wayne County
(Monticello)
Western
(Hickman)
Western
(Sinai)
West Point
Wheelwright
Whitesburg
Williamsburg
Williamstown
Willisburg
Wilmore
Winchester
Wingo
Wolfe County
(Campton)
Woodbine
Wurtland
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The Flying Dutchman
With the October basketball clinics in the
offing, a special effort must be exerted in
all parts of Kentucky to get all of our coaches
to attend. It is lamentable that in past years
only a few coaches have taken part with the
officials in studying and understanding the
rules in the state-wide clinics.
If our coaches attend this season's ses-
sions, it is a safe assumption that there will
be fewer differerxes of opinion and a closer
unity between the men who must make the
decisions and those who teach the boys.
While the Dutchman will try in the follow-
ing paragraphs to explain the new rule
written to prevent stalling by the dribbler,
we all know that various questions will arise
which can only be answered effectively in
the clinics themselves.
That new rule states that "Held ball may
occur when a closely guarded dribbler con-
trols the ball in the front court in an
OBVIOUS attempt to consume time or to
tantalize an opponent." Because we had a lot
of trouble with this rule in our School for
Officials in August, the Dutchman made a
trip to Chicago to get it thoroughly ironed
out with H. V. Porter, "Mr. Interpreter for
the Nation," and here's the "dope."
The only area in which a dribbler may
have a 5-second held ball called on him, if
he cannot elude a close guard, is between the
mid-court dividing line and an imaginary line
drawn through the nearest point of the foul
circle in his team's front court.
This area is not considered to be a reason-
able scoring area so the 5-second count is on
until the dribbler can place enough distance
between him and his guard that the official
no longer considers him to be closely guard-
ed. Then, when he is again under close
guard, a new 5-second count begins.
In his team's front court in the area from
the imaginary line through the point men-
tioned on the foul circle to the end line a
dribbler is never to have the 5-second count
put on him unless he uses boundary lines to
force his opponent to go out of bounds to
reach the bouncing ball.
After this lengthy written discourse on
this one "toughie" you can see why our
coaches just must join our officials in this
season's clinic to get straight on this inter-
pretation.
Now let's look at some other interpreta-
tions which you won't find in either your
rule or case book but which are now official
after my meeting with H. V. Porter:
1. PLAY: Al shoots at mid-court, travels,
and the ball goes in the basket. Is the ball
]uit in play at mid-court by Team R or out-
of-bounds under the basket?
RULING : Point nearest the traveling.
2. PLAY: Al, out-of-tounds behind his
backboard, hits the back of board on throw-
in. The ball rebounds to him and he gets it
in play legally before five seconds are up.
Is this 0. K.?
RULING: Legal.
3. PLAY: Same situation except ball was
thrown out-of-bounds across the court with-
out touching another player.
RULING : Same as above except that this
would nearly always consume 5 seconds.
4. PLAY: On jump ball between Al and
Bl, A2 is in the cylinder simultaneously with
the tapping of the ball. Is this a violation?
RULING : No. To be a violation, the entry
must be "before" the tap.
5. PLAY: Al stalls for four seconds by
dribbling. He then brings his dribble to an
end and feints a pass toward scoring area
but does not pass. Does the five second count
continue or does the attempt to pass stop
the count?
RULING : The five second count continues.
6. PLAY: On jump ball, A2 is in the cylin-
der too soon. Players do not hear the whistle
and play continues with the timer erroneous-
ly starting the clock. Should the officials
order the clock to be set back?
RULING : Under ordinary circumstances,
the lesser of several evils is to assume that
no correction can be made. However, in
certain cases where, with only a few seconds
remaining the error is especially significant,
the referee would have authority to arbi-
trarily state that a given number of seconds
remain to be played. This would be done
only in extreme cases where it is obvious
that the outcome of the game may be deter-
mined by the error.
7. PLAY: Define close guarding of a
player.
RULING : A guard must be in a customary
guarding stance and within reaching dis-
tance of his opponent. It must be remem-
bered that a guard may be within reaching
distance even though his hands during his
adopted stance would not reach his oppon-
ent until he lunged forward to g:in advant-
age of his full stretch. Officials will give the
guard full advantage of his stretch in meet-
ing the requirement of reaching distance.
8. PLAY: Al and Bl get into a fight
during a live ball or during a dead ball.
How many foul shots are awarded?
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RULING : If dui'ing a live ball the players
are disqualified and their substitutes shoot
one foul shot each ; but if during a dead ball
their substitutes get two foul shots each
since flagrant technical fouls draw two free
throws under the new rules.
Now we leave rules, to remind everybody
of the three purposes of the Flying Dutch-
man activities: (1) To recognize an indivi-
dual rendering unselfish service to others
with the Corn Cob Pipe or Honor award,
which has something new added this year
in that the tiny pipe adorns the neck of a
beautiful Kentucky Thoroughbred ; (2) to
recognize physically handicapped athletes
who show determination by their participa-
tion in sports; (3) to salute communities go-
ing out of their way to promote good sports-
manship and good neighbor practices by the
presentation of the Abou Ben Adhem certi-
ficate.
Mail your recommendations to the Flying
Dutchman, Armory Building, Louisville 2,
Kentucky.
And now for the Corn Cob Pipe of Honor
winner for October. The "little stinker" is
on its way to Buss Kirchdorfer of Shively
who has been named MR. RECREATION OF
KENTUCKY FOR 1955 for his outstanding
service to young people through his volun-
teer work in setting up youth centers, parks,
trips, and teams ; and for his invaluable as-
sistance, which helped make the Youth Am-
bassador of Good Will Flight to Cuba this
summer possible.
You'll be surprised how much real pleasure
you'll get yourself from seeing people or
communities you recommend for recognition
receive the honor. It will be more fun when
you see how much even small recognition
means to them.
MU 3-n5R3.
-1641
BASKETBALL OFFICIALS
(Continued from Page Foui-)
Thurman, Armon E., 8025 S. Allen, Owensboro.
976-2151
Tichenor, Billy. Route 3, Hartford. 224 - LLS
Tipton, Asa I., 828 Hillwood, Frankfort, 4-6606,
Tucker, William A., 5091/0 Oak St., Corbin. 636, 465
Urlage,' Richard C.'. 333 E. Uith', Covington, Co. 1-0068, Gr 1-8120
Waggoner. Philip, Wingo
Walker, Paul R., Leech Court, Glasgow, 1-3013, 1-3X11
Warren, Bill, Morgantown, LA 63062 (Bus. No.)
Wedge, Donald R., 3 Palmer Street, Athens, Ohio
, Charles H., Route 1, St. .Joseph, 988-2472, 4-3221
n, Curtis, 218 E. Franklin, Evansville, Ind., 3-3483
, William C, 558 W. 2nd St., Maysville, Lo 4-3942
IS. Harold K., 1415 Jefferson, Reading 15. Ohio, Va 1061B,
Pa 16110, Line 68
Willoughby, .Tames T., 2207 Kentucky Ave., Paducah, 3-4067,
2-4311, Ext. 283
Winchester, Roy L., Box 164, Route 10, Louisville IR, Fern
Creek 3-4202, Fern Creek 3267
Woford, Ernest. 222 S. 4th, Danville, 1275 W, 708
Womack, William H„ 1512 Oak, Henderson, 9780. 2735
Wood, James W., 827 E, 19th St., Owensboro. MU 4-1789,
MU 3-2401, Ext. 388
Wnrknuin, Bill, 280(i Central Ave., Ashhind, EA»t 4-2885, EAet
4.mi
War
Welbo
Whale
Willia:
Here and There
MORE OR LESS PERSONAL : The many
friends of Secretary LaFayette Golden (Flor-
ida) regret that illness took him out of the
office for several weeks during August.
Everyone connected with the Federation
hopes that the heart condition will soon be
corrected.
Stephen Epler, originator of 6-man foot-
ball, has been made President of Reedley
College at Reedley, California.
A new baseball motion picture to be titled
"Better Baseball" has been authorized. The
scenes will be set up in Florida during April
and the new picture will be available for the
school year 1956-57. Full cooperation has
been promised by Professional Baseball of-
ficers and by College Baseball authorities.
The picture will probably be made in the vic-
inity of St. Petersburg and some of the
scenes will show widely known Professional
players. The major portion of the demonstra-
tions will be by high school players.
SAFETY DEVICES: The emphasis which
has been given to the need for wider use of
some type of mouth or face protector has
resulted in a great increase in number of
players which will be equipped with such
device during the 1955 season. Several facts
have been revealed by recent studies. More
than half of all listed injuries in football
have been to the mouth or face. Many of
these have been broken or cracked teeth.
Dental reports indicate that for each listed
tooth injury, there are probably several
other tooth injuries which are not revealed
unless the mouth is X-rayed. These delayed
discovery injuries may be chipped enamel or
a tooth crack which is revealed at a later
date. It is obvious that some type of mouth
protector is desirable. The most commonly
used type of protector is a face mask. Such
mask will protect the teeth from a frontal
blow but it is not claimed that it will protect
them when there is a blow on the chin or
the top of the head. To give protection
against such blows, some type of elastic ma-
terial must be used between the upper and
lower teeth. There are three commonly used
types of mouth protector. One type fits over
the upper teeth through use of a type of
dental wax which insures a proper fit. The
second is a hinged rubber tooth guard which
fits over both the upper and lower teeth.
The hinge in the back of the mouth is de-
signed to keep the device in proper position.
A third type is held between the front teeth
and extends over the lips. This type is usually
fastened to the chin strap so that it can be
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removed during the period between downs.
Opinions differ as to which is least un-
comfortable in the mouth and as to which
is most effective in giving full protection.
The type of mouth guard which is fitted
through use of dental wax has been in use
long enough to provide some interesting
data. Last season, one manufacturer of this
type of guard issued an insurance policy
with each guard. This policy guaranteed to
pay the dental bill for any injury which
might occur while the boy is wearing the
guard. For the 20,000 players who were
equipped in this manner, there was only one
claim for injury and the circumstances con-
cerning this were such as to leave some
question as to whether the guard was ac-
tually in place at the time of the injury.
Progress continues to be made toward the
adequate padding of braces and shoulder pro-
tectors. Several manufacturers have, through
their research departments, produced a type
of soft material which appears to be durable
and which has the quality of spreading the
effects of a shock. In some cases shoulder
pads and thigh pads are now covered with a
thick layer of such material so that it cush-
ions the shock for the wearer and also for
the player who is blocked or tackled.
Progress has also been made in connection
with the development of shoe cleats which
are less dangerous than those used in the
past. The developments include considerable
progress in the making of a type of cleat
which does not develop cutting edges and
also a type which can be molded into the sole
of the shoe. Hundreds of pairs of such shoes
will be used during the current season and
data secured from their use should give valu-
able information as to whether there are
real advantages in use of such cleats which
have no metal posts and, consequently, have
no tendency to chip or crack in such a way
as to expose sharp metal spikes.
A survey which was made at the end of
last season by the Ohio Athletic Association
reveals that of the 24,000 players included
in the survey, 2500 wore some type of face
protector. Among the Ohio coaches who were
included in the survey, 106 favored making
the wearing of such protectors mandatory
and 355 did not favor mandatory use.
BASKETBALL INTEREST: The United
States has more reasonably good school
basketball courts than any other country in
the world. However, some of the other coun-
tries have individual courts which surpass
any in the United States. A recent basket-
ball tournament was held in Rio deJaneiro in
a stadium which seats 35,000 and which has
a type of roof suspension which eliminates
obstructing posts. For this and related tour-
naments, a capacity crowd observed the
games.
OLYMPIC DAY: The United States Con-
gress has designated the third week in Octo-
ber as "Olympic Week" and Saturday, Octo-
ber 22, as "Olympic Day." Because of an
established policy of opposition to the use
of high school teams in charity or fund rais-
ing games, it is not recommended that pro-
ceeds from school games be used for any
purpose other than for helping to finance
the school athetic program. However, this
policy does not deter schools from arranging
for collection of voluntary contributions for
the Olympics or for any other good cause.
Such collections may be sent to any state
chairman of the Olympic Committee. In case
of doubt, contact may be made with Execu-
tive Director J. Lyman Bingham at the
Biltmore Hotel in New York City.
Regardless of viewpoints concerning the
relative merits of Olympic values and of
different methods of financing Olympic ac-
tivities, those trained in athletic procedures
are confident that the program is currently
in excellent hands. The roster of officers in-
cludes many of the most highly respected
men in the world of sports.
THE BASKETBALL SIGNAL ILLUS-
TRATIONS as used on the back cover of the
Basketball Case Book were made by Mal-
colm Hancock of Great Falls, Montana. His
friends will recall that his artistic talent
became apparent during his stay in the hos-
pital following his accident in Wisconsin.
Malcolm's recovery has been as rapid as
could be expected after such a serious fall
but he is still under a doctor's care and uses
special equipment in moving about. He is
completing his high school course and is ex-
ercising his artistic talent in a ceramics
project and in illustrative work for the high
school yearbook and the Great Falls news-
paper.
FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME : The New
Jersey State Association is cooperating in
the Football Hall of Fame project to the ex-
tent of suggesting to member schools that
they arrange for receiving voluntary dona-
tions at one of their football games.
CANADA: New Brunswick has recently
adopted a limitation on length of season for
each of the major sports. Member schools
are expected to refrain from scheduling any
game before or after the listed season limits,
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FOOTBALL QUESTIONS
(Continued from Page One)
which is s'l'ounded. Does the down fount if B accepts
01' declines the penalty?
Ruling: In either case, the down counts but the
counting of the down has no significance since a
new series is awarded as soon as acceptance or de-
clination of the penalty leaves the ball in A's
possession in advance of the linc-to-gain.
11. Play: Would there be advantage in removing
the provision that the down counts when penalty for
a forward pass infraction is accepted ?
Ruling: A good case might be made for such
removal. At one time, the forward pass was gov-
erned by a set of rules which were quite different
from those which apply to other situations. Under
the current method of handling the matter, all
general penalty rules apply to the forward pass.
It is possible that provisions concerning the num-
ber of down could also be made to apply to forward
pass infractions without creating- inequitable situa-
tions. The matter deserves further study.
12. Play: During try-for-point, Bl is offside and
Al is charged with illegal piling on after ball becomes
dead and the kick is successful. Does the point count
and what is the procedure ?
Ruling: The point counts. A foul by B during a
try-for-point is always accepted since the loss of
distance is measured on the next kick-off when-
ever the try is successful. The foul by A, therefore,
occurred after the automatic acceptance. Both dis-
tances are enforced but in actual practice the
Referee will subtract the lesser distance from the
greater and measure the difference.
13. Play: Has the change in the double and
multiple foul rules introduced a new situation in
which a Referee might find it necessary to step off
a penalty in one direction and then step off another
penalty in the other direction ?
Ruling: There has always been the possibility of
such a situation. Fortunately, the occasion seldom
arises. The change in the double and multiple foul
rule slightly increases the chance for such an oc-
currence. In practically all cases, the Official will
merely subtract one distance from the other.
14. Play: Does the "short free-kick" differ from
other fouls connected with a kick ?
Ruling: There is no difference in administration
unless it is in the fact that the act of kicking the ball
erratically is considered the foul and it cannot be de-
termined whether the act is a foul until the down has
ended. This is significant only in the infrequent case
where a free-kick by Kl bounces backward and be-
comes dead behind the free-kick line when recovered
by K2. Since the erratic kick is considered the foul,
spot of the foul is the same as spot of the kick,
rather than where the kick is recovered by K2.
15. Play: Is a snapper permitted to move a foot
backward at the same time he snaps the ball ?
Ruling: The rights of the snapper in this connec-
tion are the same as for any other player of A.
Any player may move as soon as the ball is moved
to start the snap. In past years, there were additional
restrictions on the snapper. This was based on the
belief that the force applied to the ball should come
entirely from the hand movement rather than from
the movement of the body. In the current game, it
is not practical to require the snapper to keep his
body stationary after the opponent has started his
change.
16. Play: Center takes one step backward as he
snaps ball and hands off to a back. Is this legal
under the new wording of Rule 7-2-7 ?
Ruling: If the snap is between the feet and the
motion is a quick "swipe" this can be a legal mo-
tion. If the snap is outside the feet and with a turn
of the body, it is doubtful whether the snap can
be considered a quick "swipe" and since it is "bor-
derline", it is recommended that it be prohibited
until such time as controlled experimentation might
prove that it can do no harm.
17. Play: What changes in officiating signals
have been authorized?
Ruling: The illustrations on page 81 of the Foot-
ball Rules Book show all authorized signals. A
complete list of penalties on page 61 indicates the
number of the signal which should be used for any
infraction. The new illustrations are primarily for
better classification of the signals and to give com-
plete coverage as to which signals should be used
for certain infractions which were not illustrated in
past years. About the only significant difference
from last year is in the use of one sig'nal for any
type of illegal holding or illegal use of hand or arm.
Since the Official always points to the team which
is charged with the holding and since the distance
penalty is now the same for either offensive or de-
fensive holding, it is desirable to use one signal,
rather than one for offensive holding and one for
defensive holding. The chopping of the wrist of the
left hand with the open right hand is the signal
which should be used for these acts.
The signal plate has a few numbers missing.
The reason for this is that the numbers for the
different penalties are kept the same as those used
in the Collegiate Code. Because the Federation Code
has no foul which results in loss of ball and because
there is no "free ball", some of the signals used
for the Collegiate Code are not necessary in admin-
istering the Federation Code.
18. Play: What is the significance of the changed
wording in Section 1 of Rule 10 concerning en-
foi'cement of penalty ?
Ruling: In past years, coverage for the procedure
in the administering of penalties has never been
adequate. There was no authority for the Official
to assume that a penalty is automatically declined
or accepted, even in the most obvious cases. Also,
there was no adequate coverage to indicate the sig-
nificance of cei-tain types of declination. It was im-
plied that when a penalty is declined, procedure is
the same as if the foul had not occurred. This im-
plication was not entirely accurate. An illustration
is the illegal forward pass. Even when the distance
penalty is declined, the procedure is not the same
as if the illegal pass had not been thrown. The new
wording is intended to be in harmony with pro-
cedures in the current game.
19. Play: Dui-ing a try-for-point, Bl is offside and
the try is: (a) successful; or (b) not successful. In
either case, B2 commits an unsportsmanlike foul
after the try has ended. Do the fouls by Bl and B2
constitute a multiple foul so that A has a choice?
Ruling: It is not a multiple foul in either (a) or
(b). In (a), the penalties of loss of 5 and loss of
15 are added and enforced on the succeeding kick-
off. In (b), penalty for the offside by Bl is measur-
ed, after which the try is attempted again. The 15-
yard penalty for the foul by B2 is then enforced on
the succeeding kick-off.
20. Play: Have any changes in the field markings
been authorized?
Ruling: The new diagram on page 4 suggests
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markers at each end of each inbounds line. The pur-
pose is to aid the Official in case the hash marks
are erased by snow or mud. Also, an engineer has
suggested that it would aid those who follow a
game by television if the hash marks were to ap-
pear only on that side of each yardline which is
away from the 50 yardline and toward the nearer
goal line.
21. Play: Under second paragraph of 5-3-2, how
is ball placed when a new series in awarded: (a)
after a touchback; or (b) after a 4th down forward
pass is incomplete ?
Ruling: No specific coverage is given. In (a),
the ball should be placed with its foremost point
on the 20 so that the line-to-gain is the 30. In (b),
when possession changes, the ball remains in the
same position as at the start of the down. The fore-
most point of the ball becomes the rear point when
the direction' of the offense is changed.
22. Play: 3rd on the 50. Runner Al advances to
B's 30 where he throws an illegal fonvard pass.
The illegal pass is muffed toward the 50 where it
is caught by A2. A2 is downed on his 40. If B de-
clines the penalty for the illegal foi-ward pass, may
they choose to have it 4th down for A on their 40 ?
Ruling: No. Since the down did not end with the
ball in possession of B, it would be A's ball at spot
of the illegal pass if B declines the 5-yard penalty.
Comment: A good case could be made for giving
B the choice of having the ball put in play at the
spot where it becomes dead. However, an exception
would have to be made for an illegal forward pass
which is incomplete. In such case, the ball might
become dead through striking the ground at some
distance from the spot of the illegal pass. The situa-
tion outlined in this play is such a i-emote possibility
that it has not been thought desirable to provide
the more complicated coverage. As far as equity is
concerned, present coverage is in harmony with the
tendency to permit a team to retain distance which
has been legally gained before the throwing of the
illegal pass.
23. Play. Doesn't the first sentence of 10-5-2 "an
illegal forward pass from the end zone is a safety"
conflict with Play 4 of 8-5-2? The ruling states
"Safety whether penalty is accepted or declined."
Can this be declined?
Ruling: The penalty can be declined but it is still
a safety because the play leaves the ball behind
the goal line. The fii-st sentence of 10-5-2 covers
only the case when penalty is accepted. 8-5-2c
covers when declined.
24. Play: Does fair catch interference cease after
Rl touches or bobbles the kick but does not com-
plete catch?
Ruling: Yes. However, a fair catch may still be
made.
25. Play: Doesn't the ruling in Case Book No. 143
(b) "... point where it crossed plane of sideline"
conflict with 2-19-2 "... ball touches anything
which is on or outside a sideline or endline" ?
Ruling: There is no conflict. Ball becomes dead
when it touches but it is put in play where it
crossed sideline. A kick might touch 20 yards away
from where it crossed plane.
26. Play: 3rd on A's 10. Al receives the snap
near his goal line, advcnces to his 5 and throws an
illegal foi-ward pass which is caught by A2. A2
moves backward and is downed in his end zone.
May B decline the penalty for the illegal foi-ward
pass and choose a safety?
Ruling: No. Since the down did not end with ball
in possession of B, the ball is returned to spot of
the illegal pass if the 5-yard penalty is declined.
Comment: See Play 22 above for comment con-
cerning present coverage.
27. Play: May a school use colored streamers on
the goal post or the crossbar?
Ruling: The rules do not mention this. It is fairly
common practice for schools to use colored crepe
paper or bunting on the goal posts. Quite often these
are in the colors of the two contesting schools. Use
of such material on the crossbar might disconcert
a kicker and it is recommended that it be kept free
from any decorations, either painted or through
wrapping.
28. Play: On a dive play, quarter-back Al hands
the ball foi^ward to a half-back who is near the line
of scrimmage when the hand-off occurs. Is this
illegal forward handing? Also, if there is a fumble,
may the ball be advanced by any player or is it
an illegal forward pass ?
Ruling: If the hand-off is actually made, the
Official must determine whether the exchange was
made behind the line of scrimmage or in advance of
it. In most cases, it will probably be behind the
line. If so, such hand-off is legal. If there should
be a fumble, it is ruled the same as for any fumble.
It is assumed that the dropping of the ball is
accidental. Consequently, it could not be considered
a forward pass.
29. Play: The Cleveland Browns and other teams
often split their line after the quarter-back has
started his count. Is this legal ? Also, if there is a
variation in the counting rhythm in situations of
this kind to permit the splitting of the line for
better blocking positions, should this be ruled a
false start?
Ruling: There is nothing illegal about linemen
changing their postions provided all players come
to a complete stop for at least one second after they
make the change and provided the movement to a
new position is not a quick start which simulates
action at the snap. There is no good reason why
this move cannot be accomplished by a somewhat
leisurely pulling out of the first position unless the
primary purpose in making the move is to cause
the Defense to think that the ball is going to be
snapped. The changing of the rhythm for the count
is not, in itself, illeg-al. There may be a legitimate
reason for changing the rhythm. However, if it is
coupled with some quick charging motion by a
player of A, it is a suspicious circumstance which
will justify having the Official call it a false start.
If the linemen plan to move into a new position,
they ought to make a special effort to make the
initial movement such that it does not resemble the
quick charging motion which accompanies the
actual snap.
It must be admitted that some judgment is
necessary on the part of the Official. His judgment
will be based on the type of movement with which
the change in position is made.
30. Play: Since there has been a change in the
rules concerning the ignoring of first touching of a
kick when there is a foul by R after the kick has
been touched, could the last clause of Rule 10-5-2
be eliminated?
Ruling: From a practical standpoint, it could
probably be eliminated. However, if it were elimi-
nated, there would be no answer to the question
as to what the result would be if A should accept
the penalty in a case where B commits holding or
some similar foul while Al is running for a touch-
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down. While there is no practical reason why A
would desire to accept such a penalty, the rules
give him the right to accept it. If the last clause
of 10-5-2 were removed, thei-e would be nothing to
indicate the procedure if he did. Retention of the
clause, if justified at all, is on the basis of desire
to have complete coverage for cases which should
not happen, but might.
31. Play: Over the past several years, there has
been a progressive movement in the direction of
ignoring first touching of a kick if R commits a
foul. Are there possibilities for further movement in
this direction ?
Ruling: The first step in this direction was taken
several years ago when it was decided to ignore
the first touching if there is a foul by R after R
has had possession of the kick. The second step
was to advance the dividing line to the time the
kick is touched by R. If there should be further
movement in this direction, the next step would be
to ignore first touching in any case where R com-
mits a foul after the first touching by K. A more
extreme step would be to provide that if R com-
mits a foul any time during or just prior to the
down, any first touching will be ignored. Both of
these provisions may receive some considei'ation by
the National Football Committee. The game ad-
ministration committee will study the possible ad-
vantages and disadvantages of each of these sug-
gested steps.
32. Play: 2nd and 5 on B's 1-yardline. Bl is off-
side. After enforcement of the 1/2-yard penalty, is
a new series awarded to A ?
Ruling. No. If this were in the field of play, the
penalty of 5 yards would carry the ball to the line-
to-gain, but in the case cited, the goal line is the
line-to-gain and the penalty does not carry the ball
to that point.
33. Play: In the following formations, which
players are eligible to receive a forward hand-off
without turning?
(a) 1 2 3 4 5 6 70x000
(b) 1 2 3 4 5 6 70x00000
(c) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
x
Ruling: In (a) 1 and 7. In (b) and (c) only 7
may receive a forward hand-off without turning.
Any other lineman may receive such hand-off by
properly turning and being one yard back.
34. Play: Federation Rule 10-1 recognizes the
right of the Referee to consider a penalty as being
automatically accepted or declined in certain ob-
vious situations. Does this mean that a Captain can-
not accept or decline in these situations?
Ruling: A Captain may always accept or decline
a penalty but in certain situations he must take
the initiative if his desires are different from those
anticipated by the Referee. At one time, it was
considered good officiating practice by the Referee
to call the Captains together in all cases even though
the advantage of accepting or declining might be
obvious. This seems to be a waste of time, especially
since the adoption of the 3 and 1 system of penalty
enforcement eliminates nearly all cases where it is
necessary for a team to decline a penalty. The fol-
lowing is an illustration: Runner Al advances 10
.yards to the 50 and Bl holds during the run. Since
A retains the distance gained and is awarded an
additional 15 yards for the foul, it would be an
absurdity to ask the offended Captain whether he
desires to accept the penalty. Currently, it is com-
mon practice for the Referee to omit the time con-
suming procedure of calling the Captains together
in a situation of this kind.
35. Play: Al receives snap in his end zone and
throws an illegal forward pass. What happens if
Bl intercepts and declines ? Also, is this in conflict
with the last clause of 8-5-2-c?
Ruling: There is no conflict. The key to the last
clause of 8-5-2-c is "to leave him in possession at
spot of illegal pass." The only illegal foi-ward pass
which could do this would be an incomplete illegal
pass, i.e., one which is intentionally thrown to the
ground. In that case, it would be impossible for B
to intercept. The only other possibility of an illegal
forward pass from the passer's end zone is an illegal
forward pass after there have been two changes of
team possession. In this infrequent case, B might
intercept and score a touchdown. Such a situation is
not included in the last clause of 8-5-2-c because,
by Rule 7-5-4, the ball is not returned to the spot
of the illegal pass if B chooses to keep it where it
becomes dead in their possession.
36. Play: Right end Al goes to a position near the
line of scrimmage but he intentionally faces the
wrong direction so he is not "on the line." Just be-
fore the snap, he starts in motion backward and is
1 or 2 yards behind the line at the snap. Is this an
illegal position?
Ruling: Not if the current rule is interpreted
literally. Since Al was not "on the line", his move-
ment to a new position is not a shift. Also, he is
not required to be 5 yards behind the line when the
snap is made. Sentiment concerning whether this
should be prohibited differs. Some contend that
when Al is clearly not on the line, this is sufficient
warning to the Defense that he may become the
man in motion. If his position is such that there
might be some doubt as to whether he is actually
"on the line," he must gamble on the Official not
noticing that he has deliberately avoided being on
the line. Under these circumstances, the possible
advantage to Al may be more imagined than real.
Others are of the opinion that the rule should be
interpreted so that any player who takes a position
within reasonable distance of the line of scrimmage
should be considered "on the line" as far as ad-
ministration of the shift and man in motion rules
are concerned.
Comment: Further study of the two viewpoints
is urged. If restriction is attempted, it will be nec-
essary to set up guides as for the meaning of "near
the line." Reports should be made to the State Of-
fice so that they may be relayed to the National
Federation Football Committee.
37. Play: When and where will matters pertain-
ing to safety equipment and to the rules for the
1956 season be considered ?
Ruling: A meeting with equipment manufactuiers
is scheduled for Chicago on Monday, December 19.
Representatives of the Safety and Equipment Com-
mittees of the National Federation Football Com-
mittee will be present. The rules for 1956 will be
made at the meeting of the Federation Football
Committee to be held in Nashville, Tennessee on
Thursday and Friday, January 5 and (!, 1956. Foot-
ball questionnaires will be distributed during Nov-
ember to provide opportunity for everyone to in-
dicate sentiment and to make suggestions.
In Stock For Immediate Delivery
DeLUXE FAIR PLAY - FD60
Basketball Scoreboards $345.00
FIGURGRAM FAIR PLAY - FFIS
Basketball Scoreboards $445.00
Converse Basketball Shoes - All-Star
Either Black or White Uppers,
all sizes $6.95
Fan-shaped Steel Backboards
Complete with goals and nets
E. R. Moore Girls' Gym Suits
We carry in stock several colors, several
styles and sizes. Write for latest catalog
or samples.
Coach Rupp Gym Pants for Boys
Several colors and all sizes from 24 thru
44. We also can supply the sleeveless shirt
or T shirt in vi^hite or various colors.
Officials Clothing
We carry the most complete line in the
entire South. Write us for price list.
Cramer's First-aid Supplies
Our stock is very complete. Check up and
let us have your order.
!)-(
Last-Bilt Basketballs
We have the MacGregor Goldsmith No.
XIOL, Spalding No. 100, O'Shea BM at
$19.85, No. H 200 molded basketball en-
dorsed and used by Coach Adolph Rupp at
the University of Kentucky. Approved ball
for conference games in the SEC, also this
ball was one of the balls used during Ken-
tucky High School Basketball Tournament.
Price $19.85
Colored Top Sweat Socks
These surely add color to your team.
Made by Wigwam, 507f wool. All colors
carried in stock. Pair 75c.
Dodge Trophies
The most complete line in the South. All
figures, all designs, all prices. Write for
our special trophy catalog.
Award Sweaters
We feature the O'Shea line. Now is the
time to purchase your football and basket-
ball award sweaters or jackets. We can
supply anything you want. Would you like
to see our salesman without obligation or
should we mail you samples by return
mail ?
Our stock is very complete on football shoes, shoulder jjads, hip pads,
helmets, practice pants, practice jerseys, footballs, adhesive tape, athletic
supporters, etc.
Ten days delivery on special game pants and game jerseys made in your
school colors, and lettered, striped, etc., to your specifications. If interested,
phone us immediately.
HUNT'S ATHLETIC GOODS CO.
PHONE 104
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
'THE LARGEST INDEPENDENT EXCLUSIVE ATHLETIC HOUSE IN THE SOUTH"
^SrTCLiFFE Has TheSWEATERS!
CLASS AND HONOR SWEATERS
in Stock for Immediate Delivery
With Lettering Service, W-Day Delivery
ORDER FOOTBALL
HONOR SWEATERS
NOW SO THEY'LL
BE READY FOR YOUR
PLAYERS THE MOMENT
THE SEASON IS OVER.
V-NECK SWEATERS
No. 1030—A Sand Knitting Mills sweater of
wool in heavy baby shaker weave. Stock colors-
White. Royal, Scarlet, Purple, Kelly, Old
Cardinal; each
No. 58V—Made by Imperial Knitting Mills,
popular throughout the U. S. and a remarkable
100% wool. Stock colors—White, Black, Old
Royal, Scarlet, Purple, Maroon, Kelly, Light
Burnt Oranqe; each
— BUTWIN JACKETS —
Reversible Honor Jackets
Write us for our catalog with
Special School Prices
LETTERING: 6" chenille leti
chenille chevrons, 45c; nam
in sleeves cost 35c additlor
COAT SWEATERS
No. 1020—A Sand product of heavy baby shaker weave.
100% pure wool yarn. Demanded by schools who want
the best. Stock colors— Black, White, Royal. Scarlet,
Purple, Cardinal, Kelly, Old Gold; each $13.65
No. 58J—An Imperial product, and favored by many
schools. Coat style with 2 pockets; 100% wool.
Knitted in the popular baby shaker weave. Stock colors
—White, Kelly, Royal, Black, Old Gold, Purple, Maroon;
each $10.95
No. 2620J—A Sand Knittinn Mills Heavy Jersey Weave.
Button Front Coat Sweater—100% pure wool and one
of our most popular honor garments. Stock colors
—
Royal, Kelly, Scarlet, Black, Old Gold, White, Maroon,
Purple; each ..$10.65
!rs, each $1.35; B" letters $2.05; chenille bars, 40c each:
; plates, 15c each. Delivery of woven service stripes
al per sweater and requires three weeks for delivery.
100%
-Black,
Gold,
$12.45
Very
value.
Gold,
Gold,
$9.15
All prices quoted ore wholesale schoo/ prices— not retail prices.
iSUTCLfFFE CO
LOUISVILLE 1, KENTUCKY |
